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Prognostic value of adaptive textural features
– The effect of standardizing nuclear
first-order gray level statistics and mixing
information from nuclei having different area
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Abstract. Background: Nuclear texture analysis is a useful method to obtain quantitative information for use in prognosis of
cancer. The first-order gray level statistics of a digitized light microscopic nuclear image may be influenced by variations in the
image input conditions. Therefore, we have previously standardized the nuclear gray level mean value and standard deviation.
However, there is a clear relation between nuclear DNA content, area, first-order statistics, and texture. For nuclei with approxi-
mately the same DNA content, the mean gray level increases with an increasing nuclear area. The aims of the present methodical
work were to study: (1) whether the prognostic value of adaptive textural features varies with nuclear area, and (2) the effect
of standardizing nuclear first-order statistics. Methods: Nuclei from 134 cases of ovarian cancer were grouped into intervals ac-
cording to nuclear area. Adaptive features were extracted from two different image sets, i.e., standardized and non-standardized
nuclear images. Results: The prognostic value of adaptive textural features varied strongly with nuclear area. A standardization
of the first-order statistics significantly reduced this prognostic information. Several single features discriminated the two classes
of cancer with a correct classification rate of 70%. Conclusion: Nuclei having an area between 2000–4999 pixels contained most
of the class distance information between the good and poor prognosis classes of cancer. By considering the relation between
nuclear area and texture, we avoided a loss of information caused by standardizing the first-order statistics and mixing data from
cells having different nuclear area.

Keywords: Nuclear texture analysis, early ovarian cancer, prognostic classification, nuclear area, DNA content, nuclear first-order
gray level statistics, nuclear area dependent class distance matrices, adaptive features

1. Introduction

Nuclear texture analysis is a useful method to obtain
quantitative information for the diagnosis and progno-
sis of human cancer [6,9,12,14,15,26], and gives infor-
mation about the spatial arrangement of the pixel gray
levels in a digitized microscopic nuclear image. Sta-
tistical texture methods extract local information from
the pixels of the image, and describe the distribution
of this information in a statistical way. The extracted
statistics may range from simple first-order statistics,
such as mean value and standard deviation of the gray
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level distribution, to second-order or higher order sta-
tistics depending on the number of pixels which define
the local information.

The first-order gray level statistics of an image are
affected by the image input conditions, e.g., the first-
order statistics of a digitized light microscopic nuclear
image may be influenced by variations in staining, il-
lumination or variations in the photographic process.
Therefore, in texture analysis, the images are usually
standardized to have the same mean value and stan-
dard deviation [24]. It is common practice to perform
a histogram matching, i.e., to transform the gray lev-
els of an image so that the normalized histogram of
the transformed image matches a specified distribution.
Histogram equalization is an example where a match
with the uniform distribution is performed. A match of
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the normalized histogram to a Gaussian distribution is
more gentle, especially for stochastic textures [4]. Pre-
viously, we have performed a linear gray level map-
ping to standardize the nuclear mean value and stan-
dard deviation without standardizing other first-order
statistical measures such as kurtosis and skewness [2,
16–19,22,25].

However, in monolayer nuclei, there is a clear rela-
tion between nuclear integrated optical density (IOD),
nuclear area and nuclear first-order gray level statistics.
The optical density (OD) of a pixel is inversely pro-
portional to the pixel gray level value. The IOD, which
is a measure of the relative nuclear DNA content, is
given by a summation over the nuclear OD pixel val-
ues. Therefore, for nuclei with approximately the same
DNA content, the mean gray level increases with an
increasing nuclear area. For nuclei with approximately
the same nuclear area, the mean gray level decreases
with an increasing nuclear DNA content. In both cases,
we have also observed that the standard deviation of
the nuclear gray level distribution decreases with an in-
creasing mean gray level value. These first-order sta-
tistical measures influence the nuclear texture (as de-
scribed by, e.g., the gray level co-occurrence matrix),
i.e., the nuclear texture varies with DNA content and
nuclear area.

In many popular texture analysis methods, second
or higher order statistics on the relation between im-
age gray level values in pixel pairs or sequences of
pixels are stored in matrices, e.g., the gray level co-
occurrence matrix [10] or the gray level run length ma-
trix [8]. A relative large number of predefined, non-
adaptive textural features are then extracted from these
matrices. In a unified approach to statistical texture fea-
ture extraction, we have proposed to extract only two
adaptive features from the matrix of a given texture
method [16,18]. The adaptive feature extraction, which
is based on class distance matrices and class difference
matrices, extracts textural features from the parts of the
matrices which actually contain class distance infor-
mation. In [16], we found that the new adaptive fea-
tures outperformed the classical features when applied
to the most difficult set of 45 Brodatz texture pairs [3].
We also found that one single adaptive feature con-
tained most of the discriminatory power of each of the
texture analysis methods.

In order to study the prognostic value of quantify-
ing the chromatin structure of cell nuclei from patients
with early ovarian cancer, we have previously extracted
nuclear adaptive textural features from pilot material
consisting of 40 cases (patients) [16,18]. Class distance

and class difference matrices illustrated a clear dif-
ference in chromatin texture between the “good” and
“poor” prognosis classes.

In the present study, we have extracted class distance
matrices and corresponding adaptive features from a
series of 134 cases of early ovarian cancer. The mono-
layer nuclei were grouped into area intervals according
to the number of pixels in the nuclei. Separate class dis-
tance matrices were extracted from the nuclei within
each area interval. Adaptive features based on these
area dependent matrices were extracted. Texture analy-
sis was performed on two different image sets, i.e., nu-
clear images before and after standardization of nu-
clear first-order gray level statistics.

The aims of the study were: (1) to study whether the
prognostic value of adaptive nuclear textural features
varies with nuclear area, and (2) to study the effect of
standardizing the nuclear first-order gray level statis-
tics.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Cell nuclei from early ovarian cancer

This retrospective study was performed on tissue
samples from patients treated for early ovarian cancer
during 1982–1989. 134 cases of ovarian cancer clas-
sified as International Federation of Gynecology and
Obstetrics (FIGO) stage I were included in the analy-
sis. 94 cases had a good prognosis, which means that
they survived the follow-up period without a relapse.
The minimum length of follow-up for patients alive
without a relapse was 10 years. The 40 cases included
in the poor prognosis class relapsed or died of a cancer-
related disease during the follow-up period.

Paraffin-embedded tissue fixed in 4% buffered for-
malin was used for preparation of nuclei suspension.
The tumor tissue was selected by a pathologist [13].
Monolayers (isolated nuclei) were prepared from one
or more 50 µm sections using a modification of Hed-
ley’s method [11]. The nuclei were Feulgen–Schiff
stained according to an established protocol [23].

The Fairfield DNA Ploidy System (Fairfield Imag-
ing Ltd, Nottingham, UK), which consisted of a Zeiss
Axioplan microscope equipped with a 40/0.75 objec-
tive lens (Zeiss), a 546 nm green filter and a black
and white high-resolution digital camera (C4742-95,
Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Hamamatsu, Japan) with
1024 × 1024 pixels and a gray level resolution of 10
bits/pixel was used to capture each image field. Shad-
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Fig. 1. Isolated cell nuclei (monolayers) from (a) a good prognosis
case and (b) a poor prognosis case.

ing correction was performed for each image field. The
pixel resolution was 166 nm/pixel on the cell speci-
men. Trained personnel performed a screening of the
nuclei at the microscope and selected tumor nuclei for
the analysis. Stromal nuclei, necrotic nuclei, doublets
or cut nuclei were disregarded. Each nucleus was seg-
mented from the background by using a global thresh-
old. The segmented nuclei were stored in galleries in
each case. The mean number of measured tumor nu-
clei/case was 281, ranging from 220 to 314 nuclei. Fig-
ure 1 shows examples of isolated nuclei from each of
the two groups.

2.2. Nuclear gray level mean value and standard
deviation adjustment

Texture analysis was performed on two different im-
age sets:

2.2.1. Pre-specified nuclear mean value and standard
deviation

Each nuclear image was adjusted by a linear pixel
value transform to a pre-specified mean value (µ0 =
650.0) and standard deviation (σ0 = 120.0) as in [16,
18]. For every pixel value i in a nuclear image having
an original mean value µ and standard deviation σ, the
linear pixel value mapping

v = µ0 +
σ0

σ
(i − µ) (1)

gives the new pixel values v of an image having the
desired mean value µ0 and standard deviation σ0.

2.2.2. No nuclear mean value and standard deviation
adjustment

Here we used the original nuclear images, i.e., the
nuclear first-order gray level statistics were not ad-
justed.

2.3. Peel-off scanning

In order to extract separate estimates of texture fea-
tures in the periphery and center of the nucleus, the 2D
gray level nuclear image was transformed into a 1D
gray level signal by scanning the nucleus in a spiral-
like fashion called “peel-off scanning” [16–18]. The
1D gray level signal was then divided into a peripheral
(representing 30% of the total area of the nucleus) and
a central (representing 70% of the area) segment. Class
distance and class difference matrices and adaptive fea-
tures were extracted separately from the peripheral (p)
and central (c) segments.

2.4. Texture analysis from class distance and class
difference matrices

Our adaptive feature extraction consisted of the fol-
lowing two steps: (1) Class distance matrices and class
difference matrices between the good and poor prog-
nosis classes of cancer were computed from the train-
ing set nuclei (see 2.5 for a description of the training
and test sets). (2) Based on the computed class distance
and difference matrices, adaptive textural features were
extracted from all the nuclear images, i.e., nuclei from
the training and test sets. Only the training set cases
were included in the computation of the class distance
and difference matrices, in order to test whether the
matrices contained relevant information on the differ-
ence between the two classes of cancer. That is, to test
whether the matrices were overfitted to the particular
training cases.

Class distance matrices and class difference ma-
trices (see [16,18] or the following detailed descrip-
tion) were computed from: Gray Level Cooccurrence
Matrices (GLCM) [10], Gray Level Run Length Ma-
trices (GLRLM) [8], Cooccurrence of Gray Level
Run Length Matrices (CGLRLM) [1] and Complex-
ity Curves (CC) [2]. The number of gray levels in
the images was reduced by re-quantization to G =
16 prior to the computation of the GLCM, GLRLM
and CGLRLM matrices. The GLCM matrices were
computed with an interpixel distance d = 1. In the
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CGLRLM method we work with two matrices, sum (s)
and difference (d) CGLRLM matrices [1]. The com-
plexity curve is one dimensional, and hence we actu-
ally compute class distance vectors and class differ-
ence vectors. The following Eqs (2)–(7) are valid when
we work with matrices. In Section 2.4.2, the one di-
mensional gray level distribution is used as an exam-
ple to illustrate the computation of class distance and
difference vectors.

2.4.1. Nuclear area independent class distance
matrices

For a given texture analysis method, we compute
the probability matrices Pn(i, j | ωc) (e.g. GLCMs),
n = 1, 2, . . . , N (ωc), were N (ωc) is the number of
training set nuclear images of class ωc, c = 1, 2 (ω1 =
good prognosis, ω2 = poor prognosis). For each ele-
ment (i, j) in the matrix we then estimate the class con-
ditional probability distribution of the normalized ma-
trix value. Based on these class conditional distribu-
tions, we compute the average matrix P (i, j | ωc) for
each class ωc, the class variance matrix σ2

P (i, j | ωc),
the class difference matrix ∆(i, j | ω1, ω2), and finally
the Mahalanobis class distance matrix J(i, j | ω1, ω2)
between the two classes ω1 and ω2 [16] as follows

P (i, j | ωc) =
1

N (ωc)

N (ωc)∑

n=1

Pn(i, j | ωc), (2)

σ2
P (i, j | ωc) =

1
N (ωc)

N (ωc)∑

n=1

(
Pn(i, j | ωc) −

−P (i, j | ωc)
)2, (3)

∆(i, j | ω1, ω2) = P (i, j | ω1) − P (i, j | ω2), (4)

J(i, j | ω1, ω2) = 2
(P (i, j | ω1) − P (i, j | ω2))2

σ2
P (i, j | ω1) + σ2

P (i, j | ω2)
. (5)

Adaptive feature extraction
Based on the Mahalanobis class distance matrix and

the class difference matrix, we extract the following
two adaptive features from the probability matrix of a
given texture method. Thus, an image Ik with a prob-
ability matrix Pk(i, j), k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K(ωc)}, were
K(ωc) is the total number of nuclear images of class
ωc, will give two adaptive feature values [16]

F+ =
∑

i,j;∆(i,j|ω1,ω2)>0

Pk(i, j | ωc)
[
J(i, j | ω1, ω2)

]2,

F− =
∑

i,j;∆(i,j|ω1,ω2)<0

Pk(i, j | ωc)
[
J(i, j | ω1, ω2)

]2
.

(6)

2.4.2. Nuclear area dependent class distance
matrices

The nuclear images were grouped into area inter-
vals according to the number of pixels in the nucleus
(A0: < 1000 pixels, A1: 1000–1999 pixels, A2: 2000–
2999 pixels, . . . , A10: > 10000 pixels). The number of
nuclei within each area interval (in %) was A0: 0.1,
A1: 8.5, A2: 24.0, A3: 29.7, A4: 18.7, A5: 9.5, A6:
5.0, A7: 2.2, A8: 1.0, A9: 0.5, A10: 0.9. Separate class
distance and class difference matrices JAa

, ∆Aa
were

computed from all training set nuclei within each Aa,
a = 1, 2, . . . , 10.

In order to study the difference in first-order gray
level statistics between the two classes, class distance
and difference vectors were also extracted from the nu-
clear gray level distributions. Figure 2 illustrates the
computation of gray level distribution class distance
and difference vectors. The vectors were computed
from all nuclei (within nuclear area interval A4) within
the good ω1 and poor ω2 prognosis classes. First, the
gray level distribution P (i) of each nucleus was com-
puted. Then, the average gray level distribution of the
good PA4 (i | ω1) and the poor PA4 (i | ω2) progno-
sis classes (Fig. 2(a)) and the class variance vectors
σ2

PA4
(i | ω1) and σ2

PA4
(i | ω2) (Fig. 2(b)) were com-

puted. Finally, the gray level class difference vector
∆A4 (i|ω1, ω2) and the gray level Mahalanobis class dis-
tance vector JA4 (i|ω1, ω2) were computed (Fig. 2(c)).

Adaptive feature extraction
Adaptive features were computed by selecting the

matrices ∆Aa
and JAa

according to the nuclear area of
each nucleus

F+ =
∑

i,j;∆Aa (i,j|ω1,ω2)>0

Pk(i, j | ωc)
[
JAa

(i, j | ω1, ω2)
]2,

F− =
∑

i,j;∆Aa (i,j|ω1,ω2)<0

Pk(i, j | ωc)
[
JAa

(i, j | ω1, ω2)
]2

.

(7)
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Fig. 2. (a) The average gray level distribution of all nuclear images (within area interval A4, 4000 � nuclear area < 5000 pixels) of the good
PA4

(i | ω1) and the poor PA4
(i | ω2) prognosis classes of early ovarian cancer. (b) The corresponding class variances of the gray level distrib-

utions, σ2
PA4

(i | ω1) and σ2
PA4

(i | ω2). (c) The gray level distribution class difference vector ∆A4
(i | ω1, ω2) = PA4

(i | ω1) − PA4
(i | ω2)

and the level gray distribution Mahalanobis class distance vector JA4
(i | ω1, ω2) between the two prognostic classes of cancer. The gray level

distributions were computed from the complete non-standardized nuclei.

2.5. Classification of cases

To evaluate the prognostic value of each textural fea-
ture, minimum Euclidean distance classifiers [7] based
on single features were constructed to classify each

case (patient) into the good or poor prognosis classes.
In the texture analysis based on area independent class
distance matrices, each case was represented by the
mean value of the texture feature values extracted from
about 280 nuclei/case. In the texture analysis based
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on area dependent class distance matrices, the (scalar)
mean feature value of each case was computed from
the nuclei within area intervals Aa, a = 2, 3, 4 (about
200 nuclei).

The cases of the two prognosis classes of ovarian
cancer were randomly divided into two data sets D1
and D2, each set containing 47 (out of 94) good prog-
nosis and 20 (out of 40) poor prognosis cases. In the
first experiment, D1 was used as a training set and D2
as an independent test set. Class distance and differ-
ence matrices were first computed from the training set
images in D1. Based on these matrices, adaptive fea-
tures were then extracted from the nuclei in D1. Clas-
sifiers based on single features were constructed. In
the second experiment, D2 was used as a training set
and D1 as a test set. New class distance and difference
matrices were computed, adaptive features were ex-
tracted, and classifiers were constructed, based on the
second training set D2.

The mean training set correct classification rate
(CCR) of each feature was computed from the two
CCRs obtained from the training sets D1 and D2. For
each texture method, the best classifiers (with highest
mean training set CCR) were tested on the test sets D2
(experiment 1) and D1 (experiment 2). From these two
experiments, the mean test set CCR was computed.

3. Results

3.1. Class distance and difference matrices

Figure 3 shows the distance and difference in the
nuclear gray level distribution between the two prog-
nostic classes of cancer. With increasing nuclear area
the higher probabilities of the GLCM- and GLRLM-
matrices were shifted towards the locations of the ma-
trices corresponding to lighter gray levels. As an exam-
ple of this, compare the average GLCM-matrices com-
puted from area intervals A1 and A4 (Fig. 4).

The elemental values of the class distance and class
difference matrices (vectors) varied with Aa, a =
1, 2, . . . , 10 (see Figs 3, 5 and 6). For each texture
method the class distance matrices computed from area
intervals A3 and A4 contained most of the prognos-
tic information between the two classes of cancer. The
Mahalanobis values contained in JA4 (i, j) were about
five times higher than the Mahalanobis values con-
tained in the corresponding area independent matrices
J(i, j). By standardizing nuclear first-order statistics

the class distances contained in JA3 (i, j) and JA4 (i, j)
were decreased (compare Figs 5 and 7).

Matrices computed from A1 contained almost no
class distance information (see Figs 3, 5, 6). With in-
creasing nuclear area, the area dependent class distance
and difference matrices were based on a decreasing
number of nuclei, resulting in more noise in the matri-
ces (see Fig. 3).

3.2. Adaptive features

Adaptive features based on nuclear area dependent
matrices were extracted from all nuclei within area in-
tervals Aa, a = 2, 3, 4 (which contained 72.4% of
the nuclei). Nuclei within area intervals A1 and Aa,
4 < a � 10, were excluded from the analysis (see the
last paragraph of 3.1).

For each of the four combinations (area independent
matrices, standardized nuclei), (area independent ma-
trices, non-standardized nuclei), (area dependent ma-
trices, standardized nuclei), (area dependent matrices,
non-standardized nuclei), the best single adaptive fea-
ture (i.e., the feature with the highest mean training
set correct classification rate, see 2.5) of each of the
four texture methods, were evaluated on the test sets.
The mean training and test set correct classification
rates of the best single features are given in Table 1.
Each of the three combinations (area independent ma-
trices, standardized nuclei), (area independent matri-
ces, non-standardized nuclei), and (area dependent ma-
trices, standardized nuclei) gave a correct classification
rate of about 60%, while the fourth combination (area
dependent matrices, non-standardized nuclei) discrim-
inated the two prognostic classes of cancer with a cor-
rect classification rate of about 70%.

4. Discussion

Nuclear first-order gray level statistics may be in-
fluenced by variation in staining, illumination or other
variations in the monolayer preparation and imaging
process. Therefore, in previous studies on nuclear tex-
ture analysis, we have standardized the first-order sta-
tistics. In [16], the mean feature values extracted from
all nuclei/case gave a 60–65% correct classification
rate, regardless of the texture analysis method (GLCM,
GLRLM, CGLRLM, CC). These results were based
on pilot material consisting of 40 cases. In the present
study, we have verified that these features give a cor-
rect classification rate of 60–65%, see Table 1 (area in-
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Fig. 3. The gray level distribution Mahalanobis class distance vector JAa
(i | ω1, ω2) and the gray level distribution class difference vector

∆Aa
(i | ω1, ω2) between the good ω1 and poor ω2 prognosis classes of early ovarian cancer, computed from nuclei within each area interval

Aa, a = 1, . . . , 10. The positive (negative) values in the difference vectors correspond to gray levels i that are more (less) probable for the good
prognosis class compared to the poor prognosis class. The vectors were computed from the complete non-standardized nuclei.

dependent, standardized). We have also extracted frac-
tal features from the pilot material [18] and the more
complete material, i.e., the same material as used in the
present study [19]. In [19], the fractal dimension fea-
ture gave a correct classification rate of 62.7% when
evaluated on the test set. As in the present study, we
found that the area intervals A3 and A4 contained most
of the class distance information. The best combination
of two lacunarity features computed from these area
intervals gave a correct classification rate of 62.7% on

the test set (compare with the results in Table 1 (area
dependent, standardized)).

In the present study, we have shown that when
working with area dependent matrices, a standardiza-
tion of the nuclear first-order statistics significantly
reduces the class distance. Single GLCM, GLRLM
and CGLRLM textural features, extracted from non-
standardized nuclei within area intervals Aa, a =
2, 3, 4, discriminated the two prognostic classes with
a correct classification rate of about 70%, see Table 1
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Fig. 4. The average Gray Level Cooccurrence Matrix (GLCM)
PAa

(i, j | ωc) of the good prognosis ω1 and the poor progno-
sis ω2 classes of early ovarian cancer, computed from (a) all nu-
clei within area interval A1 (1000 � area < 2000 pixels) and (b)
all nuclei within area interval A4 (4000 � area < 5000 pixels).
Lighter elements in the gray-scale plots correspond to higher prob-
abilities. The matrices were computed from the 70% central part of
the non-standardized nuclei.

(area dependent, non-standardized). There was a high
correlation between these adaptive features. In exper-
iment 1 (see 2.5), 38 of the misclassified patients (the
number of misclassified patients was; GLCM feature
F−(c): 39, GLRLM feature F−(c): 40, CGLRLM fea-
ture Fs−(c): 40) were misclassified by each of these
texture features. In experiment 2, 37 of the misclassi-
fied patients (the number of misclassified patients was;
GLCM feature F−(c): 39, GLRLM feature F−(c): 40,
CGLRLM feature Fs−(c): 39) were misclassified by
each of these features. Almost all of the misclassified
patients were misclassified in both experiments. The
nearly identical classification results of experiments 1
and 2, which included different cases in the training
sets (see 2.5), verified that the class distance and dif-
ference matrices and the classifiers were not overfitted
to the particular training cases.

There is a complex relation between nuclear size,
DNA content, gray level distribution and texture. Even
diploid monolayer nuclei from a given patient vary
greatly in size, in first order gray level moments as
well as in nuclear texture. In the present study, the nu-
clear area of the monolayer nuclei varied between 1000
and 30,000 pixels. Our adaptive texture feature extrac-

Fig. 5. Gray Level Cooccurrence Matrix (GLCM) Mahalanobis class
distance matrices J(i, j) and GLCM class difference matrices ∆(i, j)
between the two prognostic classes of early ovarian cancer, com-
puted from nuclear images with non-standardized first-order gray
level statistics. The matrices were computed from (a) all 37,690 nu-
clei, (b) all nuclei within area interval A1 (1000 � nuclear area
< 2000 pixels) and (c) all nuclei within area interval A4 (4000 �
nuclear area < 5000 pixels). The positive (negative) values in the
difference matrices correspond to GLCM matrix elements that are
more (less) probable for the good prognosis class compared to the
poor prognosis class. The matrices were computed from the 70%
central part of the nuclei.

tion is based on large areas of consistently high val-
ues within the class distance matrices. When working
with original nuclear images (i.e., non-standardized
images), we have shown that with increasing nuclear
area (area intervals Aa, a = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 10) the loca-
tions of the most class discriminating matrix elements
are shifted towards locations of the matrix correspond-
ing to lighter gray levels. Therefore, it is important to
avoid mixing data from different area intervals in the
accumulation of the class distance and difference ma-
trices.

On the other hand, because of this relation between
nuclear area, first-order statistics, and the location of
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Fig. 6. Gray Level Run Length Matrix (GLRLM) Mahalanobis
class distance matrices J(i, j) and GLRLM class difference matri-
ces ∆(i, j) between the two prognostic classes of early ovarian can-
cer, computed from nuclear images with non-standardized first-order
gray level statistics. The matrices were computed from (a) all 37,690
nuclei, (b) all nuclei within area interval A1 (1000 � nuclear area
< 2000 pixels) and (c) all nuclei within area interval A4 (4000 �
nuclear area < 5000 pixels). The positive (negative) values in the
difference matrices correspond to GLRLM matrix elements that are
more (less) probable for the good prognosis class compared to the
poor prognosis class. The matrices were computed from the 70%
central part of the nuclei.

the most class discriminating matrix elements, it is im-
portant to standardize first-order statistics when accu-
mulating area independent matrices. From the stan-
dardized images, we obtained similar results from fea-
tures based on area independent and area dependent
matrices.

We have shown that class distance and difference
values vary greatly with nuclear area interval Aa,
a = 1, 2, . . . , 10. Class distance and difference matri-
ces computed from area intervals Aa, 4 < a � 10
(corresponding to nuclear area between 5000–30,000
pixels) were based on a decreasing number of nuclei,
resulting in more noise in the matrices. Therefore, nu-

Fig. 7. Gray Level Cooccurrence Matrix (GLCM) Mahalanobis class
distance matrices J(i, j) and GLCM class difference matrices ∆(i, j)
between the two prognostic classes of early ovarian cancer, com-
puted from nuclear images with standardized first-order gray level
statistics. The matrices were computed from (a) all 37,690 nuclei,
(b) all nuclei within area interval A1 (1000 � nuclear area < 2000
pixels) and (c) all nuclei within area interval A4 (4000 � nuclear
area < 5000 pixels). The positive (negative) values in the difference
matrices correspond to GLCM matrix elements that are more (less)
probable for the good prognosis class compared to the poor progno-
sis class. The matrices were computed from the 70% central part of
the nuclei.

clei within these area intervals were excluded from
the analysis. However, these large nuclei may contain
prognostic information. If a larger number of nuclei
were measured for each patient, some of these matri-
ces could become more stable and larger nuclei could
be included in the analysis.

We have previously proposed a unified approach
to low dimensional adaptive texture feature extrac-
tion. Through several studies we have found that, for
a given texture analysis method, one single adaptive
feature contains most of the discriminatory power of
the method. In the present methodical study, we have
improved the performance of these adaptive features
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Table 1

The mean training (train) and test set correct classification rates, CCR (in %), of the best single adaptive features (given in parenthesis) of each
of the texture analysis methods

Method Area independent Area dependent

Standardized Non-standardized Standardized Non-standardized

CCR train, CCR test CCR train, CCR test CCR train, CCR test CCR train, CCR test

GLCM 63.4, 62.7 (F−(p)) 57.5, 57.5 (F−(c)) 67.9, 62.7 (F−(p)) 70.9, 70.9 (F−(c))

GLRLM 65.7, 64.2 (F+(c)) 60.5, 59.0 (F+(c)) 67.2, 61.2 (F−(p)) 70.9, 69.4 (F−(c))

CGLRLM 66.4, 61.9 (Fs−(p)) 59.7, 59.0 (Fs+(c)) 68.7, 61.9 (Fs−(c)) 70.9, 70.2 (Fs−(c))

CC 60.5, 61.2 (F+(p)) 62.7, 59.0 (F+(p)) 66.4, 59.7 (F−(p)) 70.9, 66.4 (F−(p))

The features were computed from area independent and area dependent class distance and difference matrices, and for two different data sets;
standardized images, i.e., nuclear images with standardized 1. order statistics and non-standardized images, i.e., original nuclear images. GLCM:
Gray Level Cooccurrence Matrix, GLRLM: Gray Level Run Length Matrix, CGLRLM: Cooccurrence of Gray Level Run Length Matrix, s: sum
CGLRLM, CC: Complexity Curve, (p): peripheral part of the nuclei, (c): central part of the nuclei.

when applied to prognostic classification of cancer pa-
tients. We now have single texture features that dis-
criminate the two prognostic classes of early ovarian
cancer with a correct classification rate of about 70%.

It would be interesting to combine textural features
with other methods (prognostic factors), e.g., DNA
ploidy analysis, to see whether textural features could
add prognostic information. DNA content estimation
is performed on extinction images, i.e., optical density
images, which are extinction standardized using white
value estimation from near background. Several re-
searchers have extracted nuclear texture features from
extinction images [5,20,21]. It would also be interest-
ing to compare the results of the present study with fea-
tures extracted from such extinction standardized opti-
cal density images. Nuclear texture analysis and DNA
ploidy analysis could then be performed on the same
image set.

In conclusion, nuclei having an area between 2000–
4999 pixels contained most of the class distance infor-
mation between the good and poor prognosis classes
of early ovarian cancer. By considering the relation be-
tween nuclear area, first-order gray level statistics and
texture, we avoided a loss of information caused by
standardizing the first-order statistics and mixing data
from cells having different nuclear area.
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